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The Landscape
Focus on how digital landscape is 
changing work habits of the scholar

Online scholarly resources vs. print?

How many of you use the physical 
library 1/year/month/week/day?

Digital vs Print journals

Google Books and institutional efforts



Identity/Privacy
How many online accounts/personas?

Systems increasingly need to know who 
you are to provide full set of features

Authentication vs authorization

If knowing your personal research/work 
habits provided a better service, would 
you give up some privacy? Have you?

ScienceDirect Demo



Accessing/Finding
How many databases are used regularly?

Metadata vs fulltext

Database vs Multisearch (MS/GS Demo)

Google Scholar

UPEI Digitization Efforts



Retrieving/Downloading
How many have problems reading 
digital documents?

Webpage vs PDF (Article Demo)

Web of scholarly linkages - increasingly 
research ONLY online

Scanning research collections



Organizing/Storing
How many store research articles on 
local system?

Storing locally vs online (Mac Demo)

File cabinet model vs Chaos + Searching

Working with citation & other metadata

RefWorks and Zotero

Sharing bibliographies



Sharing/Copyright
How many expect remuneration for 
research?

Sharing foundation of Academe

Sending articles to colleagues - OK?

OK to send eArticle colleague does not have?

Can you post/share research freely?

DRM issues



Open Access
How many have used OA article? How 
may aren’t sure?

Nature of vendor systems

Nature of Open Access systems

Impact factor

Issues with OA

IslandScholar (Demo)



Open Data
How many freely share raw data before 
or after publication?

Interdisciplinary sharing/discovery

Virtual Research Environment (Demo)



Collaboration
Digital landscape has potential to 
fundamentally change how we 
collaborate

OS philosophies: early release; release 
often; open criticism; sharing ideas

Writing online

How many have used a Wiki to write article?



Pace of Change: Impact
Does anyone restrict student’s use of 
online material? Use Wikipedia?

How does exposing raw research data 
transform how we do research?

Tenure & Promotion

Engaged public


